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INTRODUCTION 
"Egg q.uality" is a term wiiich lias been discussed for many 
years from the standpoint of marlceting, but the production of 
quality eggs has not been extensively studied until the past 
decade. Certain characteristics have been accepted as being 
representative of egg quality, but there has been little scien­
tific basis for some of them, Bgg quality refers to the desir­
ability of the egg for human consumption, Tlie eonsuiacr is vei­
ling to pa;/ and does pay, a premiuia for the type of egg that he 
desires, whether his preference is based upon fact or upon sone 
individual whira. The producer cannot expect to raeet the fan­
cies of all the consuraers, yet past records prove that b;/ far 
the greater riajority of the purchasers of ergs are quite uni-
fona in their deraands within localities and within definite 
market classes. The production of eggs which would meet the 
rec|_ulreiuents of the buyers v/ould increase treiiiendously the 
nufiiber of eggs which could be sold as first grade eggs, thereby 
increasing the revenue to the producer, The significance of 
this fact najr be brou^jht out more clearly by considering the 
value of the poultry products produced annuallj?-^ and the per­
centage of this value that my be attributed to eggs. 
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In 1954, the total egg prodLuotion for the united States 
was 31,006,000,000 eggs, valued at .>433,510,000 (17), The 
value of the Tioultry T)roduced on the farias for the saiae year 
was $242,42S,000, or a total value of 0675,932,000 for the two 
laajor sources of inGorae for corfflnercial poultry. From these 
figures, it may oe seen that eggs accounted for 64,13 percent 
of the value of the poultry TJroduots produced in 1934, In 
Iowa, where .;47,695,000 worth of poultry and eggs were pro­
duced in 1934,. eggs accounted for 58.3 percent of the total, 
or ij27,802,000, Those values represent a decline from the 
poalc reached a few years earlier, but the volujiie represents an 
increase in production which has been paralleled by few other 
branches of the livestock industry in recent years. 
Coincident with the increase in production, on extensive 
systera of mrkoting has been developed, Tlie chief objective 
of the earlier poultry and egg dealers was to attain the inaxi-
raUiTi volume of business, biit as the volume of production has 
steadily increased, the einphasis has been shifted to Quality, 
Standards and grades have been set up which describe in 
detail the characteristics of eggs which are considered to be 
of good quality. These standards are quite widely accepted as 
the basis for buying and selling eggs, k device knovm as a 
"candle", which focuses a strong beam of light upon the egg, 
partially illuminating the contents, is used in grading eggs. 
The egg is rotated before the candle with a sharp twirling 
raotlon. The sis-e of the air cell, the rapidit3r of yolk raoire-
raent, and tiis yolk visrlhilit;/are used as indices of interior 
quality. Large air cells, raipidly moTing and distinctly 
visible yolks are considered to be indications of age or infer­
ior quality. Yolk moTGment and yollc shadow; are prGsumod to be 
affected by the relative amounts of thick and thin albumen. 
Consequently, much of the research on egg quality has been di­
rected toward the relative araounts of thick and thin (or firm 
arid liquid) alburaen in individual eggs, Ho\"ever, it \ms felt 
that a study of the entire contents of the egg tras desirable. 
The rotation used in candling seemed to be most nearly ap­
proached by that of the torsion pendulum, which has been used 
in this work. 
Two other methods are coiaEionljr used in studying egg qual­
ity'", The yolk index xms developed by Sharp and Powell (14), 
In this procedure, the egg is broken out, and the albuiaen is 
removed bj- cieans of a pipette. Trie remaining albunien is re­
moved from the yolk by gentlj' rubbins with a soft, wot cloth. 
The yolk is then placed on a flat-bottomed p'e'fci'i dish, and 
after a definite tirae (usually five rainutes) has e3.apsed, the 
height and diameter of the yolk are nieasured. The height 
divided by the width yields a quotient i^rhich is knotm as the 
'•nurnerical or yoll'i index", A large index is indicative of 
good quality. 
The j'olk index was evideritlj/ not intended to be used in 
studying tlie relative ajnounts of thick and thin albuiaen in the 
egg, but Perry (12) found a highly significant positive corre­
lation between yollc index and percent thick alburaen. 
The other raethod of studying egg (mality was proposed by 
Hoist and Almquist (7), When this nethod is used, the equip-
iient necessary is a funnel, a graduated cylinder, and a sieve 
which is four inches in diameter, iias a one-half inch raised 
rim, and a riesh of nine per inch. The yolk is carefully sepa­
rated frcsii the albuiaen, which is poured on the sieve. The 
thin albumen passes tlirough into the graduate, asid the thick 
portion is retained on the sieve, Tlie volume of the thin 
albuinen is deteriainod^ and the thick is then added, total vol­
ume being obtained by direct readings in the graduate. This 
method, with minor crianges, is quite widely used to separate 
thick and thin albumen, A slight modification, to increase the 
accuracy, has been suggested by Enos and Godfrey (8), 
Tliere are five obvious disadvantages to these methods of 
studying the tvio tyT>es of albimen, Tlio first is that there is 
undoubtedly incoiaplete separation in isany cases, particularly 
in view of the findings of Alraquist and Lorenz (S) who have 
shown that a certain portion of the thin albuiaen is ermeshed 
within the sac-like formation of the thick albumen, Therefore, 
unless all of this thin albumen is released, it is laeasured 
with the thick portion, Tliis has been the case in laany 
instances, Furtliemore, it is conceimble tSiat tliese laethods, 
in the hands of different qpomtors, might yield varying re­
sults, thus reiideriiT^^: results obtained by different e:q)eri-
menters inocaaparable. Much information may be lost when such 
is tiio case, 
A second disadvantage to these methods is that the struc­
ture of the albumen may be disturbed when the egg is broken out 
and passed through screens, or pipettes, or both. This vias 
the experience of St. cTohn and Green (15) mo found that the 
plasticity va3.ue of thick albimen was proportional to the nura-
ber of times the saiaple was passed through a Gooch crucible, 
A third serious objection to these nethods is that once 
the egg ir> broken out it is no longer available for other stud­
ies, such as storage studies on the sane egg, or for incubation 
purposes. If one mshes to stud;/ the inheritance of the 
ability of the hen to produce eggs containing high percentages 
of thick and thin albmaen, it would seera desirable to have 
aone measure of the contents of the eggs actually used, 
A fourth oblection to the screen method of separation is 
the tiiae required to break the egg and make the separation. 
This is a si ox? and laborious task at best. 
Finally, with the exception of the technic developed by 
Yan Vfagenen and V/ilgus (18), no attempt has been made to de­
tect differences in the viscosity of the thick or thin albuiaen 
of individual egffs. 
In view of these drawbacks to the methods in use, it 
seei;:ed highly desirable to attempt to develop a method for 
eiraluatiRig quality whicli lyould possess the followinr: character­
istics: 
1, It should be an external nieasiire. This x?ould provide a 
neasure of the egg contents as thej existed in the egg, and not 
after their natural relationships bad been destroyed, 
S, It should provide a raeasurenient of those Qualities 
vniich are actually influencing the ccsamercial grading of e^gs. 
It has been assumed that yolk-index and the proportion of thick 
and thin albuinen are the determining factors, but the interrela­
tion of these individual coraponents has not been studied. It 
fjould be reasonable to assiKiie that differences in the chalasae 
might influence the rapidity of yolk Eioveiaent, and also the 
density of the shadow which would not be accounted for after 
the s;5S had been broken out. Other relationships within the 
o 7; may reasonabl;/ be postulated as influencins the movement of 
the contents when the - is rotated, 
A. snail difference in the yolk shadow or in the rapidity 
of yolk iaovenient aay easily place an egg in a lower commercial 
grade, resulting in a lower price for that egg, 7ith an annual 
egg production of approxiimtely 2,6 billion dozens of eggs, it 
is obviously an economically sound policy to atteiiipt either to 
change the egg grading standards so as to elininate any pos­
sibility of discriiiiination against e;'K^^s "oroduced in certain 
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geographical locations; or to produce eggs wiiicli will qualify 
in the hig]ier grades under the present standards. Since the 
present standards are intended to eliminate aged eggs^ and ac­
complish this objective with a reasonable degree of accuracy, 
it seems more logical to attempt to produce eg'js which will be 
placed in the higher grades, 
3, It should be con_venient and rapid.. 
4, It should provide a rieasure Ymieh can be duplicated 
readily b3r other workers, 
5, It should be precise. In order for any results to be 
valuable, they should be capable of duplication within a rea­
sonable degree of accui'aojr. 
If such a raethod could be found, the study of the effect 
of nutrition and of breeding on differences in the qmlity of 
eggs produced would be greatly enhanced. 
The objects of this problera are ti70f0ld: 
1, To develop an external method for determining an index 
which may be used as a measure of egg quality and miich meets 
the above qualifications, 
2, To utilisie this method in a study to determine whether 
the individual hen produces eggs which consistently have ap­
proximately the same index, or whether this index value Day bo 
influenced bjr feeding. 
Such a method has been devised in this series of experi­
ments, and it has been used in studying the effects of various 
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rations and of individual liens upon the index of egg quality ob­
tained, LIucli work reriains to be done in perfecting the eqiiip-
liient used, Keirertiieless, it lias been derionstrated that it is 
possible to make external measuresGnts of certain interior 
characteristics, Sorae of these problems will be discussed and 
explained in this nanuscript. Other interpretations mist await 
further developaents. This appears to be a new, but a promis­
ing field, in experimental technic for egg studies, and nat­
urally, many of the ranlfieations of the problems must be left 
for further study. 
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mmm OF LiTSRAitjRi 
Research on probleras concerning egg quality has received 
a reraarkable iinpetiis in, tlie past decade, Tiie developraent of 
the "yolk-index" technic by sharp and Po?/ell (14) and the stud­
ies of Hoist and Aliaquist (7) on firm and liquid tmite have 
opened a iiew field of investigation. 
These methods of stiidjr ai*e of greater sisgjiifioance since 
it has been shown by Ganham (4), Aliaquist (1) and Pennington, 
True, Rich, and Kiess (11) that differences in the percentage 
of thick and thin albumen in eggs cannot be detected by cand­
ling. The results of these investigators disprove the theory 
that yolk shadow and yolk irioveiaent are determined by the re­
lative viscosity of the egg albumen, and clearly show that our 
present e>3g-grading standards are deficient in this rcjspect. 
However, Pennington and associates (11) found a progressive 
decrease in yollc index paralleling the foiir U, S. Grades 
(Specials, Extras, standards, and Trades), These results are 
soiaewhat at variance ?Jith those of Perry (12), ¥Jho found a 
higlily significant correlation between yolk index and percent­
age of thick albumen, rio¥«ever, Pennington and associates did 
not test the statistical significance of their results, xnere 
is also a verjr simll difference in yolk index between Extras 
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and Standards in the sumEier eggs. Since tho complete data for 
all of the individual eggs viere not published, one can only as-
smne that the paralleliSii between yolk index and candling 
grades itiajr be due to cliance, 
Ganiiari (4) agreod with Ilolst and Aliaqiiist (7) in finding 
less ^'•arigition in percent of thick alburaen in the qqqs from the 
same hen than in those from different hens, but ho reported a 
iimxiraum variation of 21,5 percent between eggs from the same 
hen. This is in contrast to a inaximm difference of 7 percent 
reported by Ilolst and Alniquist (7), It -is possible that this 
difference in -variabilitj/ may have been caused by greater vari­
ability in certain individual hens, or by collecting eggs over 
a longer period of time, 
Lorenz, Taylor, and illraquist {9) have studied the question 
of variability in the eggs from tho sarae hen in saiiexfhat 
greater detail. These Investigators segregated a line of fe-
iiiales which laid eggs containinQ a high percentat::e of firm 
white, and another line which produced eg.^s yielding a low per­
centage of firm white. The percent firm white reported for the 
high line dropped from, 81,5 ± 1,19 to 65,0 ± 0,58 in four gen­
erations of inbreeding, but this value was still significantly 
hi,3her than that for birds selected at random. The percent 
firra white for the low line was not decreased by the breeding 
pro{,:raj;i followed, and there was soiae segrerration of high lines 
from this low percent firm albunen group, Prorn. these results, 
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tils authors concluded tliat genetic factors control tlia per­
cent fina miite of tiie eggs laid, at least to some extent, 
Knoz and Godfrey (8) mde a slight niodification in tlie 
setliod. cf Tlolst and Alj;iq'uist (7) to improve tlie accuracy of 
the detGriiiriation, They used this liietliod to study the percent 
thick albicien produced b3- 'ifliite Leghoms and Hhocle Island Rods, 
Thejr found that their strains of these two breeds differed in 
this respect, the L €3®:iorns producing eggs which contained a 
higher percentage of thick Kiite, Antecedent egg production was 
not correlated with the percentage of thick -crhite or the saount 
of thick white, 
Iiiforiratioii regarding the effect of the ration upon the 
production of thick alhuiaen, oi" upon the Tiscosity of the con-
touts of the e^g, appears to be 03:treiJM3ly meager, Porry (12) 
fousid no regular variation in percent of thick albuaen ia 
either fresh or storage eggs which could he attributed to tlie 
aiiount or hind of protein suppleiaent in the ration, but ho 
felt that greator difforonces in the rations used might havo 
produced such a difference. He also studied tho reliability 
of rapidity/ of yollc laovemeiit as judged before the candle as a 
basis for the estiiaation of the aniount of thick albumea in 
the egg, 3S3S were divided into tliree f^rades of yoll: raoveiaont, 
and representative sai-pjles from each grade wore broken out* 
The percent of thick albimen vj&b doteniiined for each grade. 
but tlie correlation between rapidity of yolk raoYerient and per­
cent of tiiicic altjumeii, was not significant.. It is hoped that 
it my be possible in tiis near future to establish the rela­
tionship between viscosity as determined by the torsion pondu-
luiii and tlie Yarious quality factors as deteriiiineu by caidling, 
Cortese (5) made a study of the viscosity of eg^: albicaen, 
using pressure upon the OstMild pipette for his determinations. 
He found that tlie teBperature exerted a prononnced influence 
upon the change in viscosity of stored eggs. At ordinary tem­
peratures, the viscosity decreases rapidly in spite of the 
fact that evaporation would tend to increase the concentration 
of the colloidal solutions, Tliis chanij© v/as much slo?rer in 
eggs stored at lower temperatures, but the curves were very 
regular in both instfuices. 
It is evident that some progress has been made toward de­
termining the nature of some of the factors underlying the 
differences in fresh eggs. Tlie results reported in this manu­
script add to the evidence already reported. 
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!AL 
Developiiient of the Apparatus 
As stated above, one of the weaknesses of the technic for 
egg quality studies is that they fail to consider variations in 
the viscosity of the contents of tli» egg. Accordingly, stand­
ard methods of deterraining viscosity of liquids were surveyed, 
but for the Biost part, these methods cannot be used for egg 
albusien, either because of the structure of the albumen, be­
cause of its relatively hif_^i surface tension, or because of 
the amount required. The Doolittle Yiscosiniotor (6) seeiaed to 
offer pronise, and it was used for composite samples of thick 
and of thin albumen, Aith this instrument, 22 degrees rota­
tion were recorded for thick albumen, 14 degrees for thin al­
bumen, and 11 degrees for distilled water, all at 25 degrees 
G, However, tills inetliod could not be used for the albumen 
from individual eggs because of the large amount of albiaaen 
required for the deteriQination, This apparatus involves the 
principle of the torsion pendulum, and it was the basis for the 
idea of the apparatus developed for use in this study.* 
*This apparatus vfas suggested by Doctors Lyle D. Goodhue 
and H, M, Kixbn of the CheKiistry Department, in wliose labora­
tory it was developed. 
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Description of tiie Apparatus 
After several unsuccessful devices had been constructed, 
tne s;iall frane illustrated in Fig. 1 was desif^ned. This con­
sists of a Siiall frane, miicxi has two parts, a vortical frane, 
A, laade of aluniinum, and a horizontal brass collar, J, which is 
lai'ge enough to accomodate an egg. This is suspended between 
t¥ifo t)iano steel wires, B and B*, wliicri are attached to steel 
bars, c and D, Hiese bars are claraped to tvo ringstands, forci-
ing a rigid framework. An arm, S, is fastened to the lower 
part of the fraaework to provide for adjustiaents of the wei^^hts, 
F and G. These weights are for the purpose of adjusting the 
period, which is the time per swing. It is obtained by divid­
ing the tiine required for a given nuraber of swings by the num­
ber of swings, such changes are necessary only for experimental 
purposes. In general, decreasing the period increases the ac­
curacy of the determination up to the point where this increase 
in accuracy is offset by inability to properly obsei-ve the 
nuiuber of s¥iings. After some expericientation, the vreights and 
position of the iveights illustrated in Fig, 1 were chosen, 
A sinall lairror, H, is attached to the top of the fraiae, 
and a light, L, (in this case, a bulb froia an automobile tail 
light) is focused upon this mirror. Throe Eiarks were placed at 
arbitrary places on the "jail, and one of these was used as a 
zero, or starting point. At the beginning of each series of 
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Fig. 1, Torsion pendulum used in measuring total egg 
viscosity. 
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Q©temlnations» tlie reflection of the light xfas adjusted to the 
edge of the aero laark. Vilien the frarae was rotated, the ticie for 
the swing to decrease in amplitude between the other two marks 
was obtained by Laeans of the light reflected on theoi, A stop 
watch iffith a tenth of a second dial uias used in timing the 
daniping, sihen an egg is placed in the frame, and it is started 
siringinjs, the decrease in time of swinging or in number of 
swings between these two marks provides a measure of the damp­
ing effect of the contents of the egg, 
3 tandardi za t ion 
Tliis apparatus is a type of torsion pendulum, i^diieh is a 
suspended body which rotates under the torque of a t?Jisted cord, 
cable, or wire« 
Althoufjh the principle of the torsion penduliEa is based 
upon definite physical laws, it v/as deemed desirable to check 
the accuracy of the eciuiprient in order to nake sure that it 
could bo used to ascertain small differences in the viscosity 
of the contents of eggs. For this purrDOse, it ms necessary 
that the viscosity of the contents be Imofm. in order to ascer­
tain the effect of varying sizes cr weights of eggs and to 
find the effect produced by variations in the Tiidth and in the 
length of the egg itself, "Sight \7eight groups, representing 
the range within which the majority of eggs \?ould fall, fjere 
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Chosen for this part of the standardization. These eggs were 
all weighed to the nearest one-fourth gram on the oame day in 
which they were laid. They viere then aeasured with a niicroraoter 
calipers to get the laaximim length and diameter, A siaall hole 
was laade in the large end of the egg, and the yolk and albumen 
TiTere reraoved by means of a pipette, llie shell was thoroughly 
7/ashed, and allo¥/ed to drain and dry before it was used, 
A solution with a viscosity approaching that of egg albu-
Lien ¥:is preferred, and glycerol ims selected. In order to 
cover a range of viscosities, various dilutions \¥ere made with 
distilled mter, using volumetric xaeasureraents at 26,5 degrees 
C, Tiie list of dilutions with the Saybolt reading (a standard 
method of e^roressing the viscosity of liquids) and the tine to 
damp between two given marks x^hen placed in the shells of t\?o 
60 graia eggs, are given in Table I, 
No provision liad been laade to control temperature and it 
was necessary to make these readings when the room temperature 
ifas at 24 degrees, ©lis introduced the possibility of an er­
ror due to flucti-iations in temperature, even though the tem­
perature was checked at the beginning and at the end of the 
period in which the roadin?3s ?fere taken, 
Tlie Eiost striking feature of this series of readings was 
the laaximuin damping effect reached at the 90 and 95 percent 
dilutions of glycerol. While this is to be expected, it is in­
teresting to note the point at ?j-hich the lainimuni time to damp, 
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TABLE I 
Viscosity and Daiaping Effect of Glycerol Solutions A 
Percent * Saybolt reading • Time to damp in egg sliell 
glyoerol ' S4 degrees 0, • 24 degrees G, 
* (Seconds) * (5eoonds) 
100 1577.1 14,7 95 707,4 13,3 
90 546.7 13.3 
85 S93.3 14,6 
80 186.0 16,8 
75 134,8 18,1 
70 90,8 80,5 
65 67,5 23,0 
60 60,4 25,4 
55 51,8 27,6 
50 46,6 27,8 
45 4S,5 30,3 
40 38,5 31,4 
35 37,0 35,0 
30 35,4 37,2 
S5 ^ 33,8 38,5 
20 32*5 40,8 
15 32,3 43,3 
10 31,5 44,5 
5 31,2 46 , 9 
HgO 30.2 48,8 
or conversely, the maximm damping effect was attained. In 
order to ftirtlier verify this infoEuation mtli e,2gs, several 
eggs were taken from a refrigerator at 0 degrees G,, and read­
ings were made. The mean time to damp for four eggs was 18,3 
seconds, iliese eggs were then placed in warm water i?hioh vias 
raaintained at 40 degrees for three hours, and the readings ^ijere 
repeated, A raean damping time of 34,1 seconds ®as obtained, 
Tlie eggs were then hard boiled, and a mean danping tiirie of 57,7 
seconds was obtained. This illustrates the fact that increas­
ing the viscosity by decreasing the temperatui« mil incx*ease 
the damping effect, yet ccmplete solidification has the op­
posite effect. 
It wtis su®5ested that the mxiiamri daiaping effect of the 
solutions at 90 and 95 percent glycerol might be due to the 
fact that water and glycerol might form a combination rather 
than a true solution, thus vitiating the diluting effect of the 
water. For this reason, another series of dilutions was made, 
using ethylene gljrcol, which is siisilar to ^f^lycerol in struc­
ture, as the diluent. These solutions were made by volume at 
S5 degrees 0, Unfortunately, no Saybolt readings were made on 
these solutions. However, the damping effect was obtained 
over a wider range of egg shell sizes. Eggs -Reighing from 
40 1/2 grams to 90 1/4 grains were ;ised, and the shells ¥jere pre­
pared as described above. The laasirauiii da^rxping effect wis ob­
tained at 65 to 75 percent gl3rcerol, indicating that the same 
effect was rrianifested at practically tlie saiae relative vis­
cosity, iiiis shows thcit dairiijing effect is a function of tiie 
viscosity of tlie contents of the egg sliell^ and that tlie Eiaxi-
mmu clamping effect obtained at a certain point in the range of 
viscosities used is clue to the viscositjr aiid not to a chemical 
combination, which, might exist in the system used. It is also 
evident that increases in viscosity produce a cumulative damp­
ing effect only within limits, and that when these limits are 
reached, increases in viscosity result in a decreasing effect 
upon the danping of the pendulum. 
In this series of experiments, eggs of the same weight but 
of different lengths and diacieters were carefully measurod. 
Twenty-six eggs weighing 56 grans each, varying in length from 
5,14- ciTi, to 5,14 ciii,, and in width from 3.74 to 4,14 cm,, are 
used as an exaciple. Several of these eggs were identical in 
one dimension, with the other varying soraewhat. In each case, 
it was found tbat for shells from the same original weigiit of 
©SS» the dmaping effect was identical, when measured in time to 
dai.i|x, regardless of the shape of the shell as determined by max­
imum length and diameter. This may be because only full swings 
of the peMuluni can be timed and the differences in diEiensions 
would not be sufficient to cause the daraping to vary full 
s'rtings, or it may be because the moment of inertia of the pen-
dulura itself was so great as to offset the difference in damp­
ing effect caused by the relatively small differences in length 
and diameter. 
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Tills series of eggs siaowed very clearly that mass affected 
damping, as dar.ping effect Increased regularly with the weight 
of the egg. 
At this point a controlled temperature cabinet was made 
aTallable. It is illustrated in Fig, 2, Uater pipes are pro­
vided for reducing the teraperature, and the cabinet is heated by 
means of four 100 mtt light bulbs, A double glass window is 
provided at the right of the torsion xjendulum to allow the li^t 
to be reflected out to the wall of the room where the marks 
were arbitrarily placed to be used in aeastiring daiaping, 
A fre^ set of qI jgq toI  solutions was prepared to be used 
under controlled temperature. Only four dilutions were nrnde, 
as these seemed to cover the range in ifhich the ciajority of the 
fresh eggs would fall, Viscosity fas roeasured with a Saybolt 
Viscosimeter, using a Purol opening at S5 degrees C, Kie read­
ings given in Table II may be converted to standard Saybolt 
raadinj2s, since the standard Saybolt reading for distilled 
f^ater was 30,8 under the same conditions, 
TABLE II 
Viscosity of Glycerol Solutions 0 
» J 
Percent * saybolt reading * Daiaping time in seconds 
glycerol * (Seconds) * 46 " • 60 ^ 56 " 60 
' {Furol opening) * grams * graras * grams ' grams 
100 252,3 30,5 29,0 25,5 24,3 
90 58.7 19,1 16,5 15,1 14,0 
70 14,9 20,5 18,8 16,4 15,2 
50 10.4 25,3 24,0 21,4 20,2 
HgO 8,1 
Fig, 2, Interior of the controlled temperature cabinet 
These solutions were used in a series of egg shells -^lieh 
had been prepared in the inamier described above. As was the 
case with the ethylene glycol solutions, the daraping effect was 
identical, fjithin the limits of experiiiiental error, for sliells 
from esss which had the sane.original weight, regardless of 
the shape as detemined hy mxirima diaraeter and length. The 
damping tiiae for the original weight of the used is 
given in Table II. Since the weight for each weight cla-ss of 
shells varied ^fith the solution used, the results are given, for 
the original egg weight. The ?jeigiits of the glyGerol fillod 
shells are presented in Table III. 
TABLl III 
vfeight of Glycerol Solutions in Sgg Shells 
^ idO percent' 
Original egg* glycerol * 
90 percent 
glycerol 
76 percent 
^ glycerol 
* 50 percent 
' glycerol 
weight ' weight in ' y/eight in * ;/eight in * Weiglit in 
(G-rass) * .grams * graBis » grans r grains 
45 54.0 52.5 51.8 50,0 
50 58.5 58.0 57.0 54.8 
56 66.0 65.0 64.0 62.0 
60 70.7 69.0 68.4 66,4 
The results obtained with these solutions again emphasized 
the fact tliat there was a point of maxiiiiura damping effect in 
the curve, A question iiiiturally arose as to xfhich side of the 
curves the values of the eggs latght fall. That is an e.gg 
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welijjilng 56 graias night produce tlie necessary daiuring effect in 
16 seconds, and this value might readily fall at either side of 
the naxinmra da-ming point of the curve. Chan{arig the tempera­
ture would provide a solution for this problemi, but this is ob­
viously impractical if the pendulum is to be used for a large 
nuiriher of deteminations. A raore practical solution 'ma ef­
fected hy decreasing the period, obtainiiig a frequency ^iiich 
was high enough to insure that the readings were all dis­
tinctly upon the high frequency side, xvhich is the low viscos­
ity side. This change, together with the practice of cal­
culating the period for the erapty pendulum, for the pendulim^, 
with a bar of imown noment of inertia, and also the nimber 
of s ? i?ings to darap the aripty pendulum betvsoen tlis,- two given 
laarlcs, put the readings upon a stable physical basis. The 
practice of counting the number of swings instead of taking 
the time to dainp was also adopted. This allowed for count­
ing fractions of swings, making the readings more accurate. 
When all of these data are available, readings taken on any 
one date niay be corrected for any variations in the damping 
effect of the pendulum itself, and my therefore be oonpared 
with readings taken on any other date. In actual practice, 
it iias been found that the period of the penduluia, either 
erapty or with the bar of icnown inoiaent of inertia, reiaains the 
same, The number of swings required to darp the pendulum be­
tween the two given points varies sligtitly. This seems to 
be due to changes in the adjustraent of the screws which hold 
the Diano wires at either end. 
Calculation of K 
Tiie corrections for cliangas in daijping effect of tiie oDipty 
penduliKi have been isiorked out by a formula devisod by Atanasoff, 
and given "by Atanasoff and VJilcke (3)# By means of tliis forsmla, 
a constant, iC, has 'bQen calculated for a nuraber of swings at a 
frequency of 1,75 swings per second, Tiie following is trie for­
mula for K in its simplest form: 
•rr « SI. .389 i 1 Is 
P • Ki H 
In deriTing this forraula, the ratio of the two anijles forraed 
between the zero mark and tlio other two marks, with the pendu-
luia as the apex, was used-* The nmierical value, ,529, is the 
natiiral logaritina of this ratio, lis the raoaont of inertia 
of the enipty pendulmri; P is the period of the emptj/ pendulum; 
K is the nusober of swings to damp the empty pendulm; and 
is the nuiaber of swings to damp the pendulum with an egg in it. 
In order to reduce the formula to the simple fomi given above, 
it was necessary to assume that I was equal to (mosient of 
inertia with an egg in the pendulum), and that P vias equal to 
(period with an egg in the pendulum). Actually, this is 
not true, but the difference is so simll that it can be ig­
nored without affectini^ tlie final resiilts. This value of K is 
not adjusted for the weight of the egg. In other words, any 
egg which daiaped the pendulum in the same nuxaber of swings 
would have the same K value regardless of its weight. In order 
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to use K as a direct basis of comparison, the eggs must be of 
the same weight. When the eggs are not of the scaae weight, K 
must be corrected for the difference in weight, and it rriay then 
be used as a basis for eomparison of the relative total vis­
cosity of the contents of the eggs. The value for K is dependent 
upon the daiaping of tiie empty i>enduluiii, and for the purpose of 
simplifying calculations for each egg, two curves have been plot­
ted for the extresiies of daiai^ing encountered with the empty 
pendulum,, xfhich were from H « 70 to K « 90, These curves are 
presented in Fig. 3, and intermediate values may be read by in­
terpolation. 
In order to determine the relationship between the nuEiber 
of swings required to damp the pendultm when whole eggs were 
used, a series of determinations were made \¥ith fresh eggs. 
Tile mean damping effects of eggs of the various weight classes 
selected are x^^esented in Table IV, together v/ith the number of 
eggs used in determining each weight point, 
TABLE 17 
Mean Kuiuber of Swings to Damp and K Values 
~ r •' • " " Y • ^ T ^ ^ ^ """ ' " 
Igg weight 
(Graras) 
* Number of 
' eggs 
* Mean nuiober * 
* of swings * 
Mean 
K 
45 57 20,04 66,89 
47 12S 19.88 69,60 
50 100 18,60 76.00 
53 118 17,20 83,99 
56 158 16,50 87,72 
60 104 15.23 98.47 
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It will be seen froEi tlisse data tliat the number of swings 
decreases regularly witii the increase in the weight of the 
eggs, and that K, due to the iriethod of calc\ilation, is inversely 
related to the nuiiber of swings. 
Vis CO si ty of 'Thin Albinaen 
It iias been deraonstrated that the torsion penduliiEi may be 
used to measure the viscositjr of a homogeneous liquid. It has 
been demonstrated too that eggs differ in their damping effect 
when they are rotated in a torsion pendulum even thou£?h they 
are of equal weight., Hoxfever, the contents of an e£5,g are not 
homogeneous. As stated hy Pearl and Ourtis (10), RoEianoff 
(13), and by Alaquist and Lorenz ( I Oil© albumen of the egg 
is made up of at least tliree separate layers, A layer of thin 
white is found just inside the shell membranes, then a layer of 
thick albuiiien, and another layer of thin is found v/ithin the 
thick. There are least three layers of albxaaen, and some in-
Yestigptors raalce still further distinctions. The exact nutiiber 
of layers of albuiaen is not pertinent to this problea. 
The yolk is found at approxiiaately the center of the albu-
aen, anchored by means of the chalazae, vihicli imy or may not 
be considered as a part of the alburnen. In order to determine 
whether the difference in darapint^ effect was due to the amount, 
percentage, or viscosity of the thin albuiaen adjacent to the 
shell, or \?h,etlier it was due to tlie aiaount or percontage of 
thick albmaen, deterrainations of the K TOlues were aade for 12 
eg,;'s of each of three different weight classes. They wore then 
broken out, and the amount and percent of the thick and thin 
albiuaen was determined by raeans of a nodified Ostwald pipette* 
which was arbitrarily graduated so as to give a value of S,2 
seconds for distilled water at 25 degrees G, For this purpose, 
the direct readings were used^ as it X7as not feasible to de-
tenaine the density of each individual saaiple of albumen. 
This method was used in preference to the Doolittle Yis-
cosimeter (6) because of the small amount of albuiuen available. 
The results of these deteniiinations are presented in Ifeble T, 
Tliese results ?iere subjected to a statistical analysis^ 
using the method described by lallace and Snedecor (19) to de-
temine the correlations betfjeen K and the percent and voluirie 
of thin albumen, volume of thick albursien, and viscosity of thin 
albiEien, and between percent tliin albumen and its viscosity, 
and also the multiple correlation between IC and the percent and 
viscosity of thin albinaen. These correlations ifere calcu­
lated for each weight group separately, and then for the total, 
which was obtained by pooling the three groups. The correla­
tions are given in Table VI. 
*This pipette v/as constructed by Br, L, G, Br^/ner of the 
Chemistry Department at the request of the author. 
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TilBLl Y 
Percent and Viscosity of Tliin Albuiaen and K 
Height 
(Grams) 
f 
*No, of 
'SOTings 
t » 
» C.G. t 
* Tliick • 
G.C. 
Tiiin 
t 
» Percent 
* tliin 
f t 
' IC * 
* » 
Viscosity 
•Cime in 
seconds 
45.0 18,0 17,0 10.0 37.04 79,0 6,8 
45.0 IG ,1 13.0 13,5 50.94 90,5 13,2 
45,2 18,0 14.0 10.5 42,86 79,0 8,1 
44.8 17,2 21.5 7.0 24,56 83,0 9 ,1 
45,0 19,0 19.5 8,0 29,09 73,0 7,5 
45,0 17.0 17.0 7,0 29.17 85,0 10,0 
44.8 17.0 14.0 6.0 30.00 85,0 8,3 
45.0 21,0 13,8 12,0 46,60 63,0 17,3 
45.0 18.0 18,0 8.5 32,08 79,0 8,3 
45.0 21.8 17.5 8,0 31.37 61,0 7,7 
45,0 13,2 20,0 5,5 21,57 78,0 9,0 
45,0 18.0 16.5 10.0 37,74 79,0 7,1 
50,0 15.0 15,0 13,0 46,43 100,0 7,3 
50,0 S2,l 13,0 13,0 50,00 61.0 9,6 
49 ,8 18,0 13,5 13,0 49.06 79,0 7,0 
50,0 18, g 19.5 7,0 26,42 78,0 11,6 
50,0 19,S 14,0 10,8 43,43 71,5 5,1 
50,0 18.0 19,5 5,5 22,00 79,0 8,8 
49.8 21,0 Sl.O t=; K tj 20,75 63,0 8.0 
50,2 17.2 18,0 9,0 33,33 83,0 11., 2 
50,0 19.0 S2,0 5,5 20,00 73,0 16 ,1 
50,2 18,0 18,5 9,0 32,73 79,0 9,3 
50,0 16,0 22.0 5,0 18,52 91,0 12,4 
50,0 16,0 11,0 15,5 58,49 91,0 11,0 
56,0 15,0 24.0 7,0 22,58 100,0 9,9 
56,0 17,0 12,5 11,5 47,92 85,0 7.0 
55,0 15 ,0 23.0 5,0 17.86 100,0 9,5 
56.0 14.0 12 .8 12.0 48,48 111,0 8,4 
56,0 14,0 22,0 10.0 31,25 111,0 15,4 
56,0 14,0 16.0 15.5 49,21 111,0 9,5 
56.0 13 ,8 11,5 17.0 59,65 113,0 13,5 
56.0 14,3 26.0 7.5 22,39 109,0 11,7 
56,0 13,6 18,5 14.5 43.94 114,0 7,3 
56.0 14.0 sg.o 7,5 25.42 111,0 9,6 
56. E 15,0 22,5 7.0 23.73 100,0 9,9 
56,0 IS,2 22.0 7.5 25,42 127,0 12,0 
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TABLE ¥I 
Correlations Between K and Albuiaen Data* 
Oorrelation£ weight of 0^'gs J. •aajjS.r.rf;.—. t t t * 
' 45 grams ^ 50 graijis * 56 firaias * 
Total 
Percent tliin al­
bumen and IC 
r = 
-.0741 .1789 .0339 .0525 
Yiscosity of thin 
albumen and K 
r « .5566 44^17 -.1386 ..0735 
Toluiae of thin 
albmnen and K 
r = 
.2190 
Yolmae of thick 
albumen and K 
T = 
Percent tiiin al­
bumen and vis­
cosity 
T = 
-.1562 .0770 >4444 
,2275 
,1705 
Percent thin, 
viscosity of 
thin and K 
.1566 .2501 .4547 ,1835 
*None significant. 
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Since none of the calculated correlations equal the 
values necessary for significance with, the appropriate degrees 
of freedom, the assijraption seems Justified that anjr relationship 
hetf/een the volurae or percent of thin albmaen, the viscosity of 
the thin albumen, or the percent thick albumen, and the value 
for K are nerely chance relationships. This "being the case, the 
value for II must .sBasure a combination of all of these factors, 
together with an influence due to the chalazae and 3?"ollc, It 
seeiiis logical that an index should measure the combined effects 
of the several parts, since the quality of an egg depends upon 
the entire contents, and not upon any one or two individual com­
ponent s. 
Application of the Torsion Pendulum to Igg Quality studies 
vihile the data used in the standardization of the tor­
sion pendulum were being collected, the apparatus was used to 
begin a study to determine whether the differences in the eggs 
were due to the individuality of the hen, or wliethor these 
differences were duo to the rations fed the hens producing them. 
For this purpose, five pens of single Oorab White Leghorn hens 
•Erere chosen. The birds in four of these pens wore selected on 
the basis of thoir previous egg production and ancestry in such 
a taanner as to equalise the past production records of the 
pens, and to divide sisters equally among the pens in so far as 
this Tsras possible. These pens were made up and placed on feed 
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October 1, 1933, and the eggs vrere not used in this experlEient 
until Hay 31, 1934, The saiae basal ration was used in all of 
these pens. It consisted of two parts of ground com, one of 
groimd oats, and one of groun d "Hheat, The supplsi aents to the 
basa3. ration were as follows: 
T, ABLE Til 
Supplments Added to 100 Pound s of Basal Ration 
(pounds) 
SuppleiTient ^ Pen nuinber f f t » f 89 ' 31 ' 35 t 55 
Com Cs-luten Meal 2.50 
Dried hillc 1,25 
Soy Bean Oiliaeal 1,25 
Meat and Bone Meal l,g5 
Bone Black 0,44 0,50 0,25 0.06 
Salt 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Cod Liver Oil 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Boii.e lueal* 8,00 8.30 8.E0 6,50 
^Substituted for the bone black on October 1, 1934, 
This series of pens i^as a part of a feeding experiiaent 
wlrich ended on October 1., For the purpose of that experirient, 
if was considered desirable to chaD{;e the rations from low 
phosphorus to high phosphorus rations for the following year, 
This change was r.iade in all pons at tho sane time, and prac­
tically the sarae level of phosphorus was used in all cases. 
For that reason, it did not interrupt the continuity of the 
egg quality studies. 
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llie fifth pen was pan 45, a grouj) of 10 inbred sisters, 
with a coefficient of inbreeding (Wriglit»s) of 50 percemt. 
These birds Iiad not been inbred for egg quality factors, but they 
were used in this experiment to deterraine wlietncr they were more 
uniform than the non-inbred birds in respect to total egg vis­
cosity. 
The ration fed this pen was: 
At the tiia© this iwrk was started, the birds were in 
good production, and it was not possible to handle'all of the 
eggs from all of the pens every day of the week. For this rea­
son, all of tlie eggs laid by the birds in pons 29, 31, 35, and 
36 on three days of the week were taken as a representative 
sample, while all of the eggs frcM pen 45 were used dailj'-, 
These eggs were placed on wire bottomed traj^s in the cabinet 
each afternoon, and the deterainations of danipins effect were 
Eiade the following forenoon. This procedure ivas followed rnii-
fonaly, with verjr few exceptions. The tisie allowed by Sharp 
and Powell (14) for the eggs to come to a unifonn temperature 
was about three hours, but in this case at least twelve hours 
¥Jere allowed. Temperature is an important factor in these re­
sults, and the egg must be at a uniform teraperature throughout. 
Ground Yellow Corn 
Ground Oats 
Wlieat Middlings 
Meat and Bone 
Dried Milk 
Alfalfa Meal 
G-round Oyster shell 
Salt 
370 
200 
140 
100 
80 
70 
30 
10 
10 Cod Liver Oil 
All of these eggs were individually pedigreed, and tlie weight of 
each egg was recorded iraniediately after the daraping readings \?ere 
made, vJelgiits were taken to the nearest quarter of a gram. With 
this infon-iation, it is possible to determine (a) the variation 
between the eggs of the same hen, (b) the variation betifeen tlie 
eggs of different hens, and (c) the variation bet¥feen the eggs 
from the hens on the different rations. 
The results will be presented in tiro |)arts, the first in­
cluding the results obtained from May 31 to February 1, when 
the period of the pendulum was changed, Tlie second group of 
data was obtained from February 1 to April 16, using a higher 
frequency. 
A separate curve for the calculation of K was developed 
for the eggs run during the time from May 21 to February 1. 
This Gtjrre is based upon the period, aoiaent of inertia, and 
nuLt&er of swings to daii^) the ©apty penduluia as they were laea-
sured on February 1, This curve may be found in Fig, 4. Only 
one curve is available for use in calculating the K value for 
these earlier data because the damping effect of the empty 
pendulum •eras not obtained before or after each series of de­
terminations, Consequently, the accuracy is not as great as 
for the later calculations, but the period of the eiipty pendulisa 
and the period ¥7ith the bar of knomi laoiaent of inertia have 
since been found to be rei'iarkably constant for the present ap­
paratus, and the error due to variation in the number of swings 
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to damp tiio esipty pendulum lias been ccmparatively snail. 
Therefore, the results havo been used to eompeire the eggs of 
the different hens, and the egos produced by hens of different 
rations, but no attempt has been made to analyze the seasonal 
difference in the K values for the eggs. 
The results vmve analyzed by Fisher's method of analysis 
of variance and covariance as described by Snedecor (15),, Since 
this method involves the use of correlations, it is necessary to 
use the logaritteas of K instead of the actual values in order to 
establish a linear relationship between weight and II. This was 
justified ^hen the relationship betv/een sjeight and K tos not al­
tered by the application of logarithms to the data in Table IV. 
The data for each pen were analyzed separately in order 
to determine whether the variations in the total relative vis­
cosity of the eggs produced by the various liens differed sig­
nificantly, Since there were only a few birds in pen 45, this 
pen will be used as an exar^le of the data obtained^ 
TABLS VIII 
Pen 45 
t t 1 
ilen ' nunber of » Mean egg ? llean log K 
Ko, weight t 
1) 20 38 58,46 1.70 
52 60 53,05 1.47 
53 13 54.54 1,65 
105 76 57,57 1,78 
112 56 53,30 1.57 
114 88 55,30 1,66 
115 77 54.79 1.57 
155 32 52,18 1.87 
162 74 53,50 1.47 
263 13 48 ,98 1.66 
Statistical imalysis of the Data 
It has been all own tiiat the v/eight of tiie influences 
tiie iC value for tiiat egg. By means of analysis of Tariance, it 
iffcis found that there was a higlilj'' significant difference 'between 
tiie weights of the eggs prodiiced by tlie individual hens in this 
pen» This simply raeans that the variations in the weights of 
the eggs produced by different hens are greater than those of 
the eggs produced by the saae hen. This is to be expected in 
any group of birds which have not been selected for uniforraity 
in respect to egg weight. 
This analysis also showed that there was a highly sig­
nificant difference beti^een the K values for the different 
hens. Before arriving at a conclusion concerning K, the effect 
of egg weight must be removed, since the hens differed in egg 
weight. This ims accomplislied by the use of analysis of co-
variance, In this procedure, the correlations between weight 
and K ti'ere calculated for the eggs from the same hen, for the 
eggs produced by the different hens, and for the total?/hich 
cOlivines all of tlie eggs from all of the hens. 
In this pen, a correlation of r = ,4.-197 is fomd with 517 
degrees of freedom for the between the eggs froia ^ch hen. This 
is hij#ily significant. The correlation for f/eight and K between 
the eggs from the diffei»ent hens is slightly larger, being 
,4971, but with only 9 degrees of freedom it is not sig^;nificant. 
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However, since tiiis correlation is as large as tliat between tlae 
eggs from the saiae lien, there is no reason to suppose that the 
weight and K are not related between liens, A greater nmber of 
hens miglit nialce this a significant or hipjlily si/giificant cor­
relation, indicating that the effect of wei£^t on the '& value 
between hens is not due to chance* For the total, r = ,4444, 
"©hich is. highly significant. These correlations may be taken as 
proof for the fact that weight and K tend to be associated to­
gether, but they are not proof that K is^ a characteristic of the 
hen. 
Since the weif^it of the egg affects its K value, it is 
necessary to prove that weight and K are t\io distinct meastire-
nients. It is apparent that both weight aiid K are significantly 
different hetvjeen hens, but the amount of K Miieh is due to 
weight is not evident. By analysis of covariance, the effect of 
weight on K i;as reiiioved, and the result was an adjusted mean 
square for K which may be considered as the best estiiaate of K 
when all of the Imoim sources of variation have been reraoved. 
Using the adjusted mean square of K for the bet¥feen eggs 
from the saiae hen as experimental error, a hif^ily significant 
difference is found for the K value of eggs produced by dif­
ferent hens. This is proof for the conclusion that the K value 
of an egg differs significantly fron hen to hen after proper 
corrections have been made for differences in mean egg \feight. 
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Tlie rerialning four pens were treated in a similar raanner, 
and the results obtained were essentially the saiae, although 
there were saae variations in tlie correlations. The rosults 
have been suniniarized in Table 12, The data for pen 45 have been 
included in this table for the purpose of comparison. 
From Table IX, it loay readily be seen that the hens within 
each pen differed significantly in raean egQ weighty but the var­
iation in egg weight for the eggs from the individual hens is 
no greater for the non-inbreds than it is for the inbred hens. 
This is shown by the variance (mean squares) for the between 
eggs from the sarae hen. 
The correlations between fjeigiit and K differ saaewhat In 
taagnitude from pen to pen* A study of these correlations sug­
gests several possibilities. If the total viscositjr of the 
eggs, as measured by K, is a cliaracteristic of the hen fttiich 
produces that egg, we would expect to find a higlily sigaificant 
positive correlation between the ¥ieight and K of the eggs pro­
duced by any one hen, providing neither reraains constant, 
B'lirther, if such ¥iere the case, we might or might not find a 
highly/ significant correlation between the weights and ICs of 
the egf'js produced by different hens, because the effect of the 
weigiit on K mi£^t be masked, to sorie extent at least, by the 
individuality of the various hens. If no correlation is found 
between the hens, it would raean that the differences in K of 
the individual hens lere great enough to mask the effect of the 
correlations and Analysis of Variance and Covarianee of 
Pens 29, 31, 35, 36 and 45 
t t Elean square f t ZOF. K 
Pen Ho. * Source of 
• variation 
t 
r ' 
t 
' D/F 
t t 
t f 
• * L0{^ K 
'Correla-t 
' tion ' 
•yi and K ' D/F 
*Aajusted 
' mean 
' square 
29 
Total 
Between liens 
Between eggs from 
tiie saiue hen 
503 
19 
484 
280.7821** 
11.2736 .0379 
.2311** 
.4486* 
.1056* 
18 
483 
.3196** 
- .0376 
31 
Total 
Between iiens 
Between eggs from 
the same iien 
490 
24 
466 
624.2504=^* 
14.1896 
.9582** 
.0399 
,5653** 
.6757** 
.3969** 
23 
465 
.5434** 
.0337 
35 
Total 
Between kens 
Between eggs froai 
the same hen 
601 
24 
577 
312.5788** 
11.3463 
.6114** 
.0364 
.4206** 
.6191** 
.2490** 
23 
576 
,3934** 
.0342 
36 
Total 
Betxfeen hens 
Between eggs frora 
the same hen 
472 
18 
454 
230.9539** 
9.5017 
.6182** 
.0342 
.4719** 
.7009** 
.2837** 
17 
453 
.3330** 
.0315 
Total 5S6 .4444*=^ 
45 Between hens 9 880,7011** .8476** .4971 8 .7180*^ 
Bot^veen eggs froia 
the same lien 517 11.2691 .0270 .4197** 516 .0223 
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©SG •Height on K or tiiat one vms practically constant. If the 
opposite condition exists, that is, if a sigiiifleant or highly 
significant correlation is found for T3ight and K between hens, 
it would i:iBan that trie differences in tiie individnality of the 
hons for tiiis factor ore relativel;/ saallj and that they do not 
overcoi^e tlie effect of egg "Beight, One would also expect to 
find a highly si if leant correlation between V30ight and E for 
tlie total, which Includes both between hens and between the 
eggs froi!! the sase lien, for it has air may been sl-iown that, #ien 
the Eieans of a large group of eggs prodiiced by nany different 
liens are used, the K increases as the weight increases. The 
sairie esplanation would apply for the total as for between, that 
the existence of a correlation depends upon the degree of var­
iation between hens for the value of K, 
If the hjrpothesis is correct that a correlation bet¥/een 
hens indicates that the differences for E are srmll, or, in 
other words, trxat the cliaracteristic of producing eggs with a 
consistent K value is less firmly fixed in the individual, then 
those correlations would indicate that the difference between 
the hens is rauch laore deeply fixed in the inbred than it is in 
the non-inbred birds. They also indicate that K is a much more 
clearljr defined characteristic in the inbred birds, 
Tlie point is fijrther substantiated by a atuidj'- of the raean 
squares between the eggs fron the saiae lien. It will be noted 
that the mean square for vjeight is of txie saiiie magnitude for 
pen 45 as for tlie non-inbred hens, but that the variance for K 
ia SLialler, 15io difference tliat exists "betweeii pen 45 and the 
other four pens is of particular note because of the uniforn 
variability in egg weight from pen to pen. The fact that there 
is as much variability in egg ^ight among the inbreds, but that 
there is less variability in the IC value for the eggs produced 
by the individual hens, further supports the observation that 
these birds are producing eggs which are more uniform in 
respect to total egg viscosity. 
The data obtained since the adjustraents were made to in­
crease the accuracy of the deteimination of li xmre analyzed 
separately, but the saine method of anal^rsis was used tliroughout, 
'Biese results are denoted by Bieans of "B" follo?;ing the pen 
nicaber. Here acp.in, the results were siibstantially the sane, 
and they are therefore grouped in Table X, 
It is apparent that the birds vary in mean egg tj-eight, 
just as they did in the first analysis, Ho?iever, the corre­
lations bet¥;een weight and K show tiiat weiglit and K are not 
as closely associated in pens 29B» 35B and 45B as they were 
in the first analysis. Mo explanation can be offered for this 
difference. It is certainly not due to the changes which have 
been made in the a.pparatus, for changing the period of the 
pendulum will not Gha.nge the relationship between weight and K, 
Tliese results also shori that K is a characteristic of the 
Individual hen, with the least variability in K occi-ttring in 
the eggs from the pen of inbred birds, as before. 
TABLE X 
Correlations and Analysis of Yarianc© and 0 
for Pens 29B, SlB, 35B, 36B and 45B 
ovariance 
t f Mean square 
. . . .  .  . .  . u . y  
LOf? K 
Pen No, * Source of 
* variation 
» 
t". 
t 
1 D/F 
^ 
t t 
* eight ' li Og K 
tCorrela-*' 
* tion * 
*VI and K ' B/F 
• laoan 
* sqmre 
29B 
Total 
Bet\feen liens. 
Between eggs from 
the same lien 
197 
IS 
95 
69.8150-'^* 
6,8784 
.0701** 
,0213 
. 1648 
.1818 
.1635 
11 
94 
,0740*'' 
.0210 
31B 
Total 
Between liens 
B0ti?©en eggs from 
the sarae hen 
123 
IS 
110 
151,3931** 
9,8566 
.0967** 
.0237 
,4165** 
»6054=^ 
.2840** 
12 
109 
.0663** 
,0220 
S5B 
Total 
Between hens 
Between eggs from 
the saiae hen 
116 
12 
104 
108*1350** 
6,4404 
.1526** 
.0052 
,2659** 
,3702 
,0060 
11 
103 
.1437** 
.0052 
36B 
Total-
Between hens 
Between eggs from 
the same hen 
115 
12 
105 
129,9725** 
7.9202 
,1374** 
.0032 
.4736** 
.4673 
,5355** 
11 
102 
,1171=^* 
.0023 
45B 
Total 
Betifeen hens 
Between eggs from 
the sacie hen 
201 
7 
194 
69,9442** 
8.9665 
.0562** 
.0021 
,0382 
.3320 
-.1130 
6 
193 
.0584** 
.0021 
v/itii these points established, a comparison was made of 
tiie four pens, Iceepiiig the data in two separate groups as be­
fore, Pen 45 w&s not included in tliis coraparison beoause of tlie 
differenoo in tlie manner of selecting the birds. 
The simrmry of tiie data for tiie several pens is given in 
Table XI, 
TABLE XI 
Svmmrj of the Five Pens 
J— f J-— r— ——— 
Pen ' Number of *Nunber eggs* Weight; * Log K 
Ko, ' hens ' per pen * * 
89 20 435 50.78 1.64 
31 25 467 49.76 1.69 
35 25 576 50.48 1.65 
36 19 454 50.69 1.64 
45 10 518 54.64 1,62 
29B 13 96 53.89 1.93 
31B 14 111 50.83 1.94 
353 13 105 53.12 1.98 
36B 13 104 53.66 1.94 
45B 8 195 59.49 1,96 
The birds in pen 45 produced larger eggs than tiie reinainins 
four groups, but the value for K is very sirailar. 
Tlie data for the individual pens were coiabined in analj^sis 
of variance and covoriaiioe to find whether the ration fed the 
hens was affecting the K value of the eggs prDduced. Although 
pen 45 received a ration vThich differed frcaa that of the other 
four pens, tlie data for this pen were not included because of 
— 49 **• 
the differonoe in the breeding of the hirds. The results of 
this analysis are presented in Table XII, 
TaSLE XII 
Analysis of ¥ari£inee and CoTariance for Pen Differences 
Fens 29, 31, 35 and 36 
Pen^ Source of * I.'ean Sgixares * Lo{y K 
Ko,» variation • " — **^'Jiisteli'aean" 
* * D/F ' Weight * Log K * p/F ^ sqmre 
Between pens 3 105.177 ,S738 2 ,0173 
Between hens 
A %^ithin pens 85 376.187^^-^* ,6588 84 .4829^''* 
Between eggs 
from the 
saiae hen 1981 11,575 ,0371 1980 ,0346 
Between pens 5 S36,0S7 ,0528 2 ,0781 
B within pens 49 115,574*-* ,1138 48 ,0945** 
Bet?^€en eggs 
from the 
same hen 41S 7,8234 .0133 411 ,0127 
•Kiese results indicate that any difference in egg size be-
t^/een the pens is certainly due to chance. In the process of 
selecting the hens, tlie pens Imve evidently been very well bal­
anced as to e£^^ size, Tne variance of K also shows that t]:^ 
ration is not affecting the K value of the eggs produced, 
Tlie primary purpose of this analysis was to deterraine 
whether the ration influenced the tiro variables studied, but 
the data obtained offer more cduplete proof of the oonclusion 
that K is a characteristic of the Individual hen. In testing 
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the differences betireen tiie pens, tlie variance for "between liens 
was used as experimental error, Tlie analysis aiay be carried 
further, however, and the betTOen hen differences may be tested 
using the variance between eggs from the saiae hen as e2q>erl-
Eiental error. v7hen this is done, a highly sifgnifieant differ­
ence is found between hens for both weight and K, This is 
stronger e-x^dence of the fact that K is a characteristic of the 
individual hen because of the increased size of the group re­
sulting froia pooling the data from the four pens. 
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SDMiaRY 
A new method wliioli involves tlie use of a torsion peiiduliisi 
has been developed for use in egg quality stiidies. This method 
provides a Eieasui'e of the total viscosity of the egg, i.e., the 
combined viscosity of all of the caaponents of the interior of 
the egg. This method eliminates, to a large degree, the human 
eleraent mich influences candling, and it is much more rapid 
than those laethods which require breaking out and raeasureiaents 
of the contents. This method does not supplant candling, but 
raerely supplements it. 
It has been shown that the weight and K value for eggs are 
closely associated. Charts for the conversion of ntEiber of 
s¥?ings to IC values have been prepared for various rates of 
damping of the pendulum itself. 
This method has been used in studying the offect of the 
Individuality of the hen and of the ration upon the K value of 
the eggs produced b^' the hen. It has been found that the K val­
ue is not influenced by the rations used, but that it is a 
characteristic of the hen. The rations used consisted of a 
basal ration of grains with protein supplements of dried milk, 
meat and bone neal, soy bean oilaeal, and corn gluton meal, 
A group of inbred sisters were included in this study. 
The K values of the eggs from these birds ¥i?ere less variable 
than those of tli© non-inbred birds, but there was a distinct 
difference in the E values of eggs produced by tho inbred sis­
ters, after weight differences liad been accounted for. 
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COKCnBIOKS 
1, Tiie torsion penduliiu may be used to olatain an index of 
the interior Quality of an egg, 
2, The index, K, is a measure of tlie coabinQd viscosity of 
the entire contents of tao egg, and not of any one individual 
eoiaponent, 
3, Tlie weigiit influences tjie IC iralue of the egg, K increases 
wi'fcli the weight. 
4, The rations used did not affect the K values of the oggs 
produced by the hens on tliat ration. 
5, The index obtained, K, is a characteristic of the in­
dividual hen. 
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